
De’VIA Challenge 2016 Feb 29 Days  
Postings on De’VIA Central Facebook Day 2 – FISH motif  
[PART ONE] 
 
 

 
 
“Alone in the Ocean” 
Bonita Adair 
Personalized art book, 5 by 13 
Micro pen 05 and blue and purple design brush markers. Zentangle colorful 
fish and black/white background 
 
Purple and blue fish in the ocean makes you feel alone and smallness. It 
never know what challenges to come. It swims and learns to survive.  
ASL: B hand shapes - FISH and I have similar feelings and try to navigate 
what life gives us out there.  



 
“Salmon in Stream”  
Brenda Aron  
ASL poem 
Video   3:34 minutes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7WjF4H7cMA 
 
 

 
“EYEFISH” 
Arnaud Balard 
Graphic project not yet final. 
This is the logical continuation of my favorite drawing "Handsbird" (2008-
2011). HANDSBIRD = two hands, two eyes.  
It is is a fish with one hand and one eye. I hope to achieve as pure graphics 
like my bird. 



 

 
" Tu as dit quoi? " (2009) 
("What did you say?") 
Arnaud Balard 
 
I propose a drawing that has shown a page of my manifesto-Book Surdism. 
It was in May 2009, before I knew De'VIA in 2010. 
Image: Goldfish in an aquarium, before the "baby-batteries". 
It was a story of my life that my mother told me. I was about 4 years. I was 
incredibly fascinated by the mouth of the goldfish kept moving. 
I asked my mother: "He said what?". 
My Mother: "He does not speak." 



 
“Successful Fish” 
Kat Brockway 
Deaf successful people go through the light at the end of tunnel pushing pass 
the crab theory cyber bullying 
 



 
“School of Deaf Handfish” 
David Call  
Prismacolor pencil 
 
A school of Deaf handfish swimming together is critical to individual Deaf 
handfish’s survival. If one of them deviant from the school of fish, it will get 
eaten up quickly by audist predator. When thousands of handfish swims as 
one giant fish, it become powerful and imitating to any audist predator. IF 
any one of those audist predators try to strike the school of handfish to catch 
one of them, all handfish will scatter in all directions making it virtually 
impossible for the predator to catch one, then thousands of handfish will 
reform into a school again. Also the school of handfish help each other on 
the lookout for any deceiving audist offering such as “deafness cure” bait 
and avoid them.  This is how Deaf communities across the world should 
work this way. 
 
 
 



 
Don’t Get Hooked 
KChristie 
Fabric pieces (some painted) on dark blue background (approx 6 x9) 
Description:  Beach scene of a school of blue fish in a blue swirl patterned 
sea under a large eye.  A blue swirl bird flies in the sky.  One fish is 
separated from others swimming toward a hook of a fishing pole.  The red 
capped fisherman (with a circular cochlea logo on the cap) fishes sitting 
behind a brown (brown and black wave patterned) coastline. 
 
English poem below 
 “Degenerations” 
 
We all began  
Formed of the clay 
Below the muck 
There 
 in the darkest deepest ocean 
 
Our gill-slits began to ripple 
Waving in rhythm  
with water-wind 
  
Our fins fluttered  
Float-flying upwards  
Eyes sharp 



Searching for 
others of our kind. 
 
Some were lost 
Flying too high 
beached and crawling 
Mouths gasping… 
 
Now they fish for us 
If your mouth is hooked 
If you are caught 
You are taught  
to hate water. 
 

 
“Introduce to Deaf “ 
Aurelio Cruz 
Origami with Photo Paper  
Printed Print Color/Digital Photo Paper 



 
“Go Fish! Jump at the sun” 
PDurr 
Mixed media 
20 x 16 
 

 
 
 
“ASL School” 
Rosemary Parker Edwards 
In color pencil 
 



 

 
"Fish Unity Mandala" 
Amy Cohen Efron 
11" x 14" Archival ink and Copic Markers 
 
It is a combination of Sign Unity Flag by Arnaud Balard and fish 
handshapes. We are unified and coordinated. At the middle of the picture, is 
an 'eye', which signifies that we are People of Eye. We are able to navigate 
around the world with ease, with our languages. We communicate in circles. 
We are the community.  Tribute to Arnaud Balard for his amazing creation 
of Sign Unity Flag. 



 
 
“KODA and Fish” 
Angela Ellman 
Medium: iPhone Camera, Instagram app then modify more with A Beautiful 
Mess app.. I was sitting down tonight playing with my little son trying to 
teach him ASL through reading a book. I was a little frustrated that he was 
just not picking up more signs as he should at his age with a deaf parent. 
He’s 14 months old. I was looking at all the beautiful fish motif artwork and 
feeling a bit inspired. My son walked up to me and gave me a fish from one 
of his toys. I pointed to the fish and asked him what it was. He signed ‘fish’ 
It was so random, so out of the blue. I really was not expecting him to bring 
me a fish and to actually sign it. I tried taking a picture and to see if he 
would actually sign it again. Usually he’s stubborn and won’t sign. He did 
again and I got a snapshot.  
 



  
"No sounds necessary “ 
Kathy Fischer-Abraham 
Photoshop  
Description: We usually go by the lake, ocean or the pool you can name. 
We sign with no sounds.. We meet diverse deaf people and sign to each 
other while fish appreciates the quietness. No sounds are necessary while we 
sit by, next to the water, only using hands.. Fish enjoy the silence, but see so 
many hand movements above them. 
 
 



 
“Fish Jump” 
Jerry Grant aka Dawah 
 


